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About This Game

Feast on the blood of a dying city: Memphis, 1873! Make your national debut in the Society, a conspiracy of vampires who
convene in Memphis to elect a new "senator." The city burns with yellow fever, as the nascent Ku Klux Klan rises.

Choice of the Vampire 2: The Fall of Memphis is the 300,000 word sequel to Choice of the Vampire, the epic interactive novel by
Jason Stevan Hill where your choices determine how the story proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or

sound effects--but driven by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you take from Memphis before the city collapses? Will you battle the Klan, or control them from within? Will you
rekindle a romance that transcends death? The choice is yours.
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choice of the vampire the fall of memphis. choice of the vampire the fall of memphis free download. choice of the vampire the
fall of memphis apk. choice of the vampire the fall of memphis apk unlocked. choice of the vampire the fall of memphis
walkthrough

Fun but hard to beat. Awesome game. Very fun to play.. Note that my playtime according to steam is so low because I played a
DRM-free version of the game. On my real save file I have 14+ hours logged.)

Treasure Adventure Game ranks as one of the absolute best freeware games to ever come out; one of the best metroidvanias,
period. I'm not the kind of person who preorders anything, ever, so it should say something that when I heard of a
update/remake of the game, I preordered it. And this is that promised remake. It's very, very good, and I think anyone who likes
metroidvanias, or just good action-adventure platforming in general, is going to greatly enjoy it.

It's almost impossible for me to talk about TAW in general without referring to TAG. But since TAG is free and has been out
for years, I feel like it's fair to do some comparison:
-TAW has updated graphics, in the sense of hand-drawn-looking 2D art that looks good in place of pretty good-looking pixel
art. If that attracts you, I don't blame you, but it's not really what I put stock in.
-TAW has amazing music by the same composer as the original, much (but not all) of which is remixed versions of the old
soundtrack. If you like the old soundtrack there's even an option to have that play instead. I found the remixed soundtrack to be
very good, with all of what the original had and more. My one complaint isn't about the music itself, but where one particular
pair of closely related tracks were placed in the original game really struck me, and the equivalent doesn't seem to be in this
one--a weird personal nitpick more than anything else.
-TAW's story is mostly the same as the original's. The lore is fleshed out a little more, details are added here and there, and
some things that were just "there" before have been updated to fit in with said lore a little bit better. If you've played the original
all the way through, you'll be aware that there are some particularly dark or slightly gruesome things hiding deep inside it; on the
whole TAW seems to intentionally tone down and smooth out those things. This is kind of a neutral assessment; personally I
liked the darkness and grit hiding in the old game, but not so much that losing it ruins the experience; and anyway it's not ALL
gone, I mean the kid still has the hook hand. If you like your games bright and happy this might even be a positive for you. The
one part of the game where "fantasy drugs" are involved was also toned down quite a bit for probably similar reasons.
-TAW has similar gameplay, but decidedly improved in some ways. TAG has always been a legitimately challenging game for
the most part, and TAW retains that level of challenge but is actually more forgiving than the original, having an autosave you
can fall back on instead of having to go back and reload. There's more to collect and do, and it's all pretty fun. Bosses are
consistently challenging fights, even if you know the strategies for the original (and in some cases things have changed enough
for that strategy to not work so well anymore). I was disappointed with one particularly epic boss fight from the original getting
cut up into two different fights and losing a neat aspect it once had, but that's basically the only fight I don't feel was either
equally good or improved in TAW. The puzzles and "dungeon"-type locations were reorganized, so even a person experienced
with TAG will find plenty of new things to solve and make their way through. The Worst Part of trying to get 100% in TAG (a
certain minigame you're required to get a high score on) has been revised to something actually pleasant instead of painful,
which I greatly appreciated. TAW retains the trait the original had where getting one particularly important item opens up the
entire game considerably, providing five or six different things the player can choose to do right away, which gives a really nice
sense of freedom and adventure.
-TAW is very, very slightly less stable than TAG in my personal experience. This is the only true negative I've got, and it's a
pretty small one. The issues I ran into were fixed by pausing or, at worst, restarting the game, maybe pushing win-G? Then
again, I started playing the beta of the game so even the issues I ran into are probably already fixed while I'm writing this
review.

Overall, TAW feels exactly like what it promises to be. An adventure, in a world, with plenty of treasure. A really good one,
too.. Colorful and cozy puzzle adventure with nice time travelling mechanic. I have really enjoed it.
Puzzles are not very difficult to solve, but I don't see it as a problem.. Love this game. Keep up the good work.. I will post some
live gameplay at https:\/\/goo.gl\/EsYnLc or nobledroidgaming.com

For the price, i must say this is quite good. This game brings RTS and FPS together. Game needs some polish but runs quite
well!
Keep it up Devs, a little gem here.. Game looks good, it's just a little frustrating to play, because you have to start all over if you
die. Achievements are easy to obtain.. deep game with a very very difficult learning curve.
complex but satisfiyng, give it a try if you like strategy games. Steam is great but this is the worst steam game I've ever tried.
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. A well-written, enjoyable experience. An entire playthrough is a few hours long, but i re-played it once as well. Makes you
care about and ponder your decisions, if you're a fan of zombies and survival litterature, go for it!
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actually started
+played 5 minutes of the game killing everyone i saw

-game crashed

11/10

might start it again one day. Quite Fun! Play with friends, or by yourself, in a physics game that allows you to do what you want,
in several fun, weird, game modes. You can even play football (soccer)!. Great original concept, good graphic, Good control-
(There is sometime a little weird delay with teleportation.) Cool music. Maybe just a little bit repetitive . Overall, very good
game 9/10.

. Pros:
+ wake me up inside
+ (cant wake up)
+ wake me up inside
+ (saaave me)

Cons:
- Call my name and save me from the dark. I just like it
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